Impedance cardiography: recent applications and developments.
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Abstract

The main purpose of this paper is to highlight the main aspects of impedance cardiography ICG method and to review the recent advances and developments in this research area. Precisely, the validation and the clinical applications of ICG are carefully demonstrated in this review. Particularly, in the validation and the recent advances in ICG, only the papers published during the last five years (from 2013 until 2017) have been undertaken.
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Introduction

Cardiac Output (CO) is an interesting hemodynamic parameter which is used generally to evaluate the mechanical activity of the heart. It can be used to guide therapeutic decisions-making in critically ill patients and for patients undergoing high-risk surgery [1]. Mathematically, CO is equal to the product of heart rate (HR) and Stroke Volume (SV); it is expressed in L/min. Clinically, CO could be useful in the assessment of cardiovascular disease, especially patients with coronary artery disease [2] and patients with congestive heart failure [3]. However, the accurate measurement of this parameter is usually based on invasive methods such as thermodilution Pulmonary Artery Catheter (PAC) which was considered as the clinical reference standard “gold standard” for assessing hemodynamic parameters [4-6]. These invasive methods are dangerous, can increase mortality in critically ill patients, complicated, and require qualified and trained staff. To avoid these major limitations, minimally or non-invasive techniques are potentially needed. Despite the non-invasiveness of the Doppler echocardiography and the Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), these techniques still expensive, complicated, and require highly skilled medical personnel. Furthermore, these non-invasive techniques are discontinuous and could not be used for real-time monitoring. To avoid all these disadvantages, Impedance Cardiography (ICG) technique has been introduced. ICG is a non-invasive, cost-effective, continuous, and simple tool of assessing hemodynamic parameters like SV and CO. It has a fast response time and it could be used as an ambulatory monitoring technique. Moreover, this technique can be easily practiced by nurses [7]. Therefore ICG technique is the main topic of this present review paper. Note that due to the rapid technological developments, the current review is limited to the papers that were published during the last 5 years (from 2013 until 2017). For further information about the articles published before 2013, the reader can refer to [8,9].

Fundamental Basis of Impedance Cardiography

Impedance cardiography measurements

Impedance cardiography is a non-invasive tool of monitoring electrical impedance changes in the thorax [10]. It is considered as a diagnostic technique for measuring the electrical properties of biological tissues in the thorax [8]. The principle of this technique consists of applying a constant, alternating, high frequency and small current (frequency range between 20 and 100 KHz and the current amplitude between 1 and 5 mA) through two outer electrodes and then acquiring the electrical voltage difference by using two inner electrodes. Several electrode configurations have been proposed in the literature [11]; the most popular ones are described as follows. Tetrapolar-band electrode configuration has been developed in order to record the thoracic impedance changes during the cardiac cycle. In this configuration two electrodes are placed around the neck and two other electrodes around the upper abdomen. The injected current was 4 mA at 100 KHz [12,13]. The tetrapolar-band electrode configuration is shown in Figure 1a, where E1 and E4 are the outer-band electrodes, whereas E2 and E3 are the inner-band electrodes which are placed around the base of the neck and the level of Xiphisternal, respectively. In [14], the four-band electrodes have been replaced by four-spot electrodes in order to ameliorate and facilitate measurements. Another electrode configuration has been described in [15-17] as shown in Figure 1b. It consists in injecting a current of 1 mA at 30 KHz through two outer electrodes (electrodes E1 and E4) that are placed into...
the forehead and above the leading edge of the heart; the electrical voltage difference is measured by two inner electrodes (electrodes E2 and E3) which are placed between the outer electrodes, precisely on the left side of the patients’ chest.

**Figure 1.** Electrode configurations for the impedance cardiography ICG signal measurements: (a) tetrapolar-band electrodes, (b) tetrapolar-spot electrodes.

**Impedance cardiography recording**

The acquired voltage is proportional to the impedance variation (ΔZ) of the explored thoracic region. Mathematically, the impedance (Z) is defined by Ohm’s law as the ratio between the measured electrical Voltage (V) and the injected current signal (I). As the current strength is known, Z can be easily calculated. Impedance cardiography recording, denoted as dZ/dt, is the first derivative of the impedance variation signal (ΔZ). The typical ICG recording and its main characteristic points are shown in Figure 2. A, B, C, X and O are the main characteristic points which are related to distinct physiological events in the cardiac cycle. The point A presents the beginning of electromechanical systole and it is associated with the volume change occurring due to the active atrial contraction [18]. B is an important point which is used to calculate the SV and CO; it denotes the beginning of the ejection time and it appears simultaneously with the opening of the aortic valve [19]. Numerous methods have been proposed in the literature to identify the true location of the B-point [20]. However, it has been reported that the marker of this point is not always apparent and it may occur at any point on the ascending portion of the trace before the (dZ/dt)\text{max}. Therefore, the precise identification of this point is paramount to ensuring accurate computation of SV and CO [21-23]. The point C, noted also (dZ/dt)\text{max}, is taken at the peak of the ICG trace and it corresponds to the ventricular contraction. X is the lowest point after the peak C; it is synchronized with the closure of the aortic valve and it indicates the end of the systole phase. The point O is associated with the changing of the volume during the diastolic phase of the cycle and the maximal opening of the mitral valve [24].

There are different characteristic time intervals which can be measured from simultaneous recordings of ICG and ECG traces. The Pre-Ejection Period (PEP) and the Left Ventricular Ejection Time (LVET), called also Ejection Time (ET), are the commonly used Systolic Time Intervals (STI); they are associated with the electromechanical systole of the left ventricle [25]. The PEP is the time interval between the Q wave in the ECG trace and the B point in the ICG trace; it reflects an isovolumetric contraction phase of systole. The LVET is the time interval measured from the B point to the X point; it represents mechanical systole and it can be used to estimate the SV and the CO [26]. Another interval, referred as Initial Systolic Time Interval (ISTI), can be measured as the time period between the R peak in the ECG trace and the C point in the ICG trace. It has been emphasized that the end point of this interval (C-point) occurred around the same moment of the maximum diameter of the aortic arch [27]. Hence, ISTI can reflect the measure for the time delay between the electrical and mechanical pumping activity of the heart [28,29].

Several signal processing algorithms have been proposed in order to accurately and easily detect the main characteristic points on the ICG traces [30-35]. Hence, the correct identification of these points may improve the determination of the time intervals as well as the assessment of hemodynamic parameters.

**Figure 2.** (a) ECG tracing, (b) Characteristic points in the impedance cardiography ICG tracing.

**The hemodynamic parameters**

Several hemodynamic parameters and indices can be estimated from the ICG recording [36]; these parameters can be described as follows:

The Heart Rate (HR), expressed in bpm.

The Stroke Volume (SV), expressed in ml, is the volume of blood pumped by the left ventricle during one contraction cycle. The calculation of this important parameter will be discussed in the next sub-section.

The Stroke Index (SI), expressed in ml/m², is the ratio of the SV to the body surface area BSA (SV/BSA).
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The Cardiac Output (CO), expressed in L/min, is the volume of blood ejected by the heart into the systemic circulation during 1 min [19]. When the HR and the SV are known, CO can be easily computed (CO=HR × SV).

The Cardiac Index (CI), expressed in L/min/m², is the ratio of the CO to the BSA (CO/BSA).

The Systemic Vascular Resistance (SVR), expressed in dyne.s.cm⁻², is directly related to the Mean Arterial Pressure (MAP), the Central Venous Pressure (CVP) and the CO by the following equation: SVR=((MAP-CVP)/CO) × 80.

The Systemic Vascular Resistance Index (SVRI), expressed in dyne.s.cm⁻²/m², is the ratio of the SVR to the BSA (SVR/BSA).

The Systolic Blood Index (SBVI) is a unique index of systolic blood volume (SBV) and it is defined by the following equation:

\[ SVI = \frac{L_0^3}{4.25 \times Z_0} \times \frac{(\frac{dZ}{dt})_{\text{max}}}{LVET} \rightarrow (1) \]

Where SV is the stroke volume (cm⁻³ or ml); \( \rho \) is the resistivity of the blood (Ω.cm); L₀ is the distance between the inner electrodes (cm); Z₀ is the basic impedance measure between the inner electrodes (Ω); \( (\frac{dZ}{dt})_{\text{max}} \) is maximum value of the ICG waveform (Ω/s); LVET is the left ventricular ejection time (s).

Stramek et al. [38] proposed another thorax model; they assumed that the adult thorax acts as a truncated cone and they eliminated the blood resistivity term from the equation (\( \rho \) is not considered). The Stramek equation is presented as follows:

\[ SV = \frac{L_0^3}{4.25 \times Z_0^2} \times \frac{(\frac{dz}{dt})_{\text{max}}}{LVET} \rightarrow (2) \]

As mentioned above L₀ is the distance between the inner electrodes (cm); it is equal to 17% of the subject height H (cm) (L₀=0.17 × H).

Bernstein et al. [39] modified the Stramek equation by introducing a new term that is related to the ideal body weight. Therefore, the Stramek-Bernstein equation is given below:

\[ SV = \delta \frac{H^3}{4.25 \times Z_0^2} \times \frac{(\frac{dz}{dt})_{\text{max}}}{LVET} \rightarrow (3) \]

In this equation a correction factor \( \delta \) is introduced; this factor is a dimensionless parameter which is related to the ideal body weight W (kg). Bernstein et al. [40] added other modifications to the Stramek-Bernstein formula; the Bernstein equation is presented as follows:

\[ SV = \frac{V_{ITBV}}{\epsilon} \times \frac{(\frac{dz}{dt})_{\text{max}}}{Z_0} \times \frac{1}{LVET} \rightarrow (4) \]

Where VITBV is the intra-thoracic blood volume and it is related to the body weight W (kg), VITBV=16.\( W^{1.02} \) (ml); \( \epsilon \) is a dimensionless index of transthoracic aberrant conduction (for all \( Z_0 < 20 \Omega \), \( 0 < \epsilon < 1 \) and for all \( Z_0 \geq 20 \Omega \), \( \epsilon=1 \)).

Validity of Impedance Cardiography: Comparison with Other Methods

In order to establish the accuracy and the reliability of ICG in the assessment of SV, CO and other hemodynamic parameters related to different cardiac cycle events, this technique has been widely compared to different invasive and non-invasive methods [41-44]. The validation of this technique has been performed on numerous clinical cases by using various ICG device marks. In fact, some studies demonstrated satisfactory agreement between ICG and a reference standard technique, while others proved the inaccuracy and the uselessness of ICG method.
Noda et al. [45] compared ICG with echocardiography by measuring the quotient PEP/LVET in two different settings: optimized setting and right ventricle-only pacing. The authors showed, firstly, that the PEP/LVET values determined by ICG and echocardiography were positively correlated. Secondly, they demonstrated that the PEP/LVET values measured by ICG were decreased in the optimized setting compared with that in right ventricle-only pacing. Therefore, they affirmed that the PEP/LVET determined by ICG can be used as a positive marker for the optimization of Cardiac Resynchronization Therapy (CRT). Another study, published by Germain et al. [46], aimed to compare between ICG (NiCaS device) and Doppler echocardiography by measuring the SV in patients receiving maintenance Hemodialysis (HD) treatments. In this study, the SV is measured during the first and last hour of each HD treatment. They observed high correlations between ICG-NiCas and echocardiography measurements during the first and the last hours of treatment. Therefore, they concluded that the ICG-NiCas could be used as a useful and reliable method for monitoring SV during HD.

McIntyre et al. [47] evaluated the agreement between ICG and echocardiography by assessing the SV and CO in healthy third trimester pregnant women. The authors found that the agreement between the two techniques was poor throughout the assessment; hence they concluded that the use of ICG for monitoring SV and CO is not endorsed in healthy women in late pregnancy. Burlingame et al. [48] compared ICG with echocardiography by measuring different hemodynamic parameters at three different time points and two different maternal positions during pregnancy. In this study, ICG and echocardiography gave significant correlations in some, but not all hemodynamic parameter measurements. In particular, they observed that the SV, the CO and the SVR parameters measured by ICG were significantly correlated with those measured by echocardiography when patients were in the left lateral recumbent supine position (LLRSP) in intrapartum period. Furthermore, they demonstrated that ICG could detect the small change in SV associated with maternal position change in the antepartum period.

Kaszuba et al. [49] tried to search an association between the ICG-derived parameters and the Ejection Fraction value (EF) determined by echocardiography in patients with chronic heart failure. After evaluating different ICG parameters, they found that only the PEP, the LVET and the STR are highly correlated with EF. In this study, the authors affirmed that ICG may be considered as an efficient technique for evaluating reduced left ventricular function.

Faini et al. [50] performed a comparison between cardiac index (CI) values determined by ICG (precisely the Hotman device) and those determined by thermodilution. In this study, all patients were subjected to open heart surgery. The authors noticed that the CI measured with ICG correlate highly with CI determined by thermodilution. Then, they demonstrated that the ICG-Hotman device may perform well as a moderately invasive tool in high risk cardiac patients. Kupersztych-Hagege et al. [51] used another ICG-derived technology, referred as bioreactance device (Nicom device). They compared CI values estimated by Nicom device with those provided by transpulmonary thermodilution (PiCCO2 device) in response to passive leg raising and volume expansion in critically ill patients. They noticed that there was no significant correlation between the two methods after volume expansion. Therefore, they affirmed that bioreactance could not predict fluid responsiveness through the passive leg raising test in critically ill patients. In conclusion, they said that Nicom device is unable to provide an accurate estimation of CI values or relative changes in critical care patients.

Lorne et al. [52] tried to compare the CO values measured by ICG (Nicom device, Medis) and by Oesophageal Doppler monitoring (ODM) in general surgery patients. They found that the CO values correlated significantly between the two methods. Also, they noticed that the LVET values measured by ICG correlated with those measured by ODM. Therefore, they concluded that the ICG is a useful method for monitoring CO in patients undergoing surgery.

Borzage et al. [53] attempted to evaluate the accuracy of ICG compared to phase-contrast magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) by measuring the SV at rest and during exercise in healthy subjects. The SV measurements showed that the agreement between ICG and MRI is poor; they signalled that ICG yielded an underestimate of SV at low values and an overestimate at high values. Consequently, they proved that ICG technique is not recommended for measuring SV when comparing it with MRI. Trinkmann et al. [54] tried to assess the accuracy and the reproducibility of a novel algorithm implemented in ICG device, known as Electrical Velocimetry (EV), compared to Cardiac Magnetic Resonance Imaging (CMRI) in numerous patients with different cardiac and pulmonary diseases. They proved that the EV showed a high reproducibility, but an insufficient agreement with CMRI.

The EV technology has been evaluated in the study of Blohm et al. [55]. The authors compared the SV values measured by EV with those measured by Transthoracic Echocardiography (TTE) in pediatric intensive care patients. They noted a statistically high significant correlation of SV measurements by EV and TTE. Then, they concluded that the EV is suitable for monitoring SV and hence CO in children. Grollmus et al. [56] tried also to compare EV with sporadical TTE in other clinical application. In this work, the CO assessed by EV is compared to the CO assessed by TTE in low and very low birth weight infants with spontaneously and artificially ventilated. They found that there was clinically acceptable agreement between EV and TTE for CO measuring. They signalled that EV could be used as a valuable method for monitoring CO in premature new-borns.

The validation of ICG technique has been performed not only in human but also in animals. Sasaki et al. [57], in their study, compared between EV and pulmonary artery catheter thermodilution by measuring different hemodynamic parameters (CI, SV, SVI, SVRI) in dogs undergoing cardiovascular surgery. They studied also the relationship between SV variation (SVV) and SV as well as the relationship...
between Central Venous Pressure (CVP) and SV in order to predict fluid responsiveness. They found that the CI values measured by EV demonstrated an acceptable agreement with those measured by thermodilution; consequently, EV could accurately monitor CO. Moreover, unlike CVP, SVV determined by EV was considered as a reliable predictor of fluid responsiveness during mechanical ventilation in dogs.

Clinical and Recent Applications of Impedance Cardiography

ICG technique has been successfully used in several clinical applications. In this section, the most common clinical applications of ICG will be discussed.

Hypertension

Hypertension (high blood pressure) is considered as the most common risk-factor for premature cardiovascular disease. The early detection and the good management of hypertension can reduce the risk of further complications [58,59]. ICG technique is widely used in the diagnosis and the management of hypertension [60-66].

Barochiner et al. [67] investigated the ability of CI, SVRI, Blood Pressure (BP), and HR parameters derived from ICG method, to distinguish hypertensive patients with exaggerated orthostatic blood pressure variation (EOV). The measurements were performed in supine and standing positions in order to take account the effects of postural changes on hemodynamic parameters. Three groups of patients were defined in this study based on the BP variations: Normal orthostatic BP variation (NOV), orthostatic hypotension (OHypo), and orthostatic hypertension (OHyper). They noticed a very important raise in SVRI and HR in patients with OHyper compared to the other patients, precisely in standing position. Therefore, they concluded that patients belonging to the OHyper group presented distinct hemodynamic parameters.

Krzesinski et al. [68] aimed to evaluate the relationship between the N-terminal pro-brain natriuretic peptide (NT-proBNP) which was considered as a cardiovascular risk factor for hypertension and the hemodynamic parameters measured by ICG. Hemodynamic parameters were recorded in patients with arterial hypertension in a supine position using the Niccomo device. They observed that NT-proBNP positively correlated with age (p=0.00008), MBP (p=0.0136), SI (p=0.0065), CI (p=0.0151), HI (p=0.00001), whereas it negatively correlated with TFC (p=0.0002). They found that the higher NT-proBNP was associated with higher age, higher MBP, higher HI and lower TFC; hence, age, MBP and HI were considered as predictor parameters of a high NT-proBNP. Therefore, they proved that the combination between the serum concentration of NT-proBNP and ICG measurements could provide more clinical information about hypertensive patients.

Krzesinski et al. [69], in another study, established a randomized, prospective and controlled trial in patients with hypertension. They tried to estimate the effectiveness of antihypertensive treatment based on hemodynamic parameters determined by ICG (Niccomo device) in therapy of hypertension. The patients enrolled in this study were divided in two groups: empiric group, where the treatment choice was based on clinical data; and hemodynamic group, where the treatment choice was based on hemodynamic parameters determined by ICG. The effects of each suggested treatment type were evaluated after 12 w therapy. The authors signalled that they obtained positive effects of antihypertensive treatment in both groups. Precisely, they showed that all final blood pressure values were significantly lower in the hemodynamic group compared to the empiric group. Thus, they concluded that the antihypertensive treatment choice can be easily and effectively performed based on the hemodynamic parameters measured by ICG.

Xiajuan et al. [70] studied the relationship between Systolic Blood Pressure (SBP) and different hemodynamic parameters determined using ICG in elderly healthy subjects and elderly hypertensive patients. This study was performed in order to follow the hemodynamic changes occurred in normal aging subjects and in hypertensive aging patients. They showed lower values of CO, CI, SV and SI as well as higher values of SVR and SVRI in hypertensive elderly patients than in normal elderly subjects. In older subjects, the higher SBP was related to the increase of SVR values; with hypertension, these values were further increased. The obtained results revealed the importance of ICG technique in the management of hypertension.

Pregnancy

ICG technique has been proposed to evaluate the progression of pregnancy and also to investigate the hemodynamic parameter changes that occur in pregnant women. In this aspect, the use of ICG method is safe for both mother and child [71]. Therefore, numerous studies have been published regarding ICG in normal and high-risk pregnancy [72,73].

Tomsin et al. [74] tried to assess the relationship between maternal CO measured by ICG (NICCOMO device), birth weight percentile and cardiovascular physiology in women with preeclampsia. They found that CO measurements are significantly correlated with birth weight percentiles in low CO preeclampsia (P=0.002) than in high CO preeclampsia (P=0.044). However, they concluded that these results were associated with lower aortic flow indices and shorter venous pulse transit times in low than in high CO preeclampsia. A large prospective cohort trial was performed in an outpatient setting by Andreas et al. [75]. Indeed, the authors studied various cases of pregnancies by evaluating the occurred changes on hemodynamic parameters. The CO and other parameters (HR, SVR, SV, and BP) were recorded from the 11th-13th w of gestation every 5th w as well as six weeks and six months postpartum using an ICG device. The measurements were carried out in two patient positions: in the supine and side positions. They observed an increase of CO values in the third trimester of pregnancy (P=0.008) related to an increase of HR values (P=0.001) and a decrease of SVR values (P=0.009). Also, they noticed a significant increase of
CO and HR values at early pregnancy in patients who had a complicated previous pregnancy or preeclampsia or a gestational hypertension. Moreover, they demonstrated that the CO variations can affect birth weight in healthy pregnancies. Furthermore, they proved that the body position could affect hemodynamic parameters towards the end of pregnancy.

Morris et al. [76] performed different ICG measurements at specific stages during gestation in order to normalize the ICG-obtained values in healthy pregnant women. Indeed, antepartum measurements were performed at three gestational time periods: 20-27 w, 28-33 w, and 34-40 w of pregnancy, while postpartum measurements were carried out after the immediate puerperium at 6-24 h and 25-48 h after vaginal or cesarean delivery. In this study, CO, SVR, MAP and TFC hemodynamic parameters were computed by using Cardiodynamics BioZ-ICG-device. They clearly observed that the TFC and the SVR values for women in postpartum were significantly higher than for women in antepartum (P<0.05). They affirmed that the obtained normative values could be used to distinguish between healthy pregnant women and abnormal pregnant patients. Liu et al. [77] evaluated the ability of CO parameter which was determined continuously by EV (ICON device) to characterize the hemodynamic profile of patients undergoing spinal anesthesia for elective cesarean delivery. Different hemodynamic parameters were computed: HR, CO, SV, SVR and MAP. They noticed that hypotension arose in 71.1% of patients after spinal anesthesia; hence, an assigned dose of phenylephrine was administrated. In this study, the hemodynamic changes undertaken after the phenylephrine administration were studied. Regarding the CO monitoring, they remarked that a significant increase of CO occurred at 3-2 min before the administration of phenylephrine (p<0.05), whereas a significant decrease of CO occurred after the administration of phenylephrine (p<0.05). Consequently, they concluded that continuously CO monitoring using EV was able to detect hemodynamic changes prior the onset of hypotension in patients undergoing spinal anesthesia for elective cesarean delivery.

Surgery

ICG has been widely used for the assessment of hemodynamic parameters in patients under anesthesia, patients under mechanical ventilation as well as during different surgical operations at different patient positions [78-80]. Borodiciene et al. [81] compared hemodynamic changes assessed by ICG during anorectal surgery under low-dose spinal anesthesia in lithotomy and jackknife position. In this study, the CO, CI, SVR, and SI were determined at different times. They noticed statistically decrease of CO, CI and SI (p<0.05) with an increase of SVR (p<0.05) in jackknife position compared to the lithotomy position that represents an insignificant changes. Another study investigated the ability of ICG to evaluate the CO in patients undergoing open gastronomy surgery [82]. In this study, the CO values measured using ICG were compared with those measured using a FloTracTM/VigileoTM monitor that was used for measuring cardiac output by analyzing the arterial waveform. It has been demonstrated that ICG could provide useful and helpful information for evaluating the CO during abdominal surgery but it cannot perfectly replace the invasive CO monitor.

Smorenberg et al. [83] investigated the ability of ISTI parameter measured by ICG technique to predict fluid responsiveness in intensive care patients after coronary artery bypass surgery. A comparison was performed between the ISTI interval time and the hemodynamic parameters measured by thermodilution method which uses a pulmonary arterial catheter. They found that fluid responsiveness in patients after cardiac surgery can be accurately predicted and monitoring non-invasively using the ISTI parameter determined by ICG. The prediction of fluid responsiveness in spontaneously breathing patients under spinal anesthesia and during surgery has been studied by Guinot et al. [84]. In this study, the authors used the variation of SV “ΔSV” derived from ICG in response to a fixed mini-fluid challenge. They concluded that a ΔSV greater than 7% could accurately predict fluid responsiveness in spontaneously breathing patients under spinal anesthesia.

Cardiovascular diseases

ICG can be useful and reliable for diagnosing different cardiovascular diseases and for therapeutic decisions-making. ICG has been used to assess hemodynamic changes in patients undergoing congestive heart disease repair [85]. Furthermore, this technique has been used by Ebrahim et al. [86] to evaluate hemodynamic changes in children with congenital heart disease. In this study, the SV values measured by ICG were compared with those measured by CMRI technique. The authors found that there was good agreement between ICG and CMRI for SV measurements in children with congenital heart defects.

Several studies have tried to investigate the ability of hemodynamic parameters determined by ICG to identify heart failure [87]. Sadauskas et al. [88] showed that an important number of ICG parameters might be useful for diagnosing and monitoring heart failure. Other studies evaluated the usefulness of ICG in the prediction of the effects of heart failure treatment [89-92].

Valvular heart diseases have been also diagnosed and quantified by using ICG. Chabchoub et al. [93] confirmed the accuracy of ICG in the diagnosis of mitral insufficiency. The authors proposed a new diagnostic parameter which was determined from the ICG waveform. This parameter could accurately distinguish healthy subjects from patients with mitral insufficiency. Daralammouri et al. [94] established a hybrid approach by coupling ICG with Transthoracic Echocardiography (TTE) for quantifying aortic valve stenosis. The aortic valve area values determined by the hybrid method were compared with those measured by cardiac catheterization. They found that the hybrid approach was significantly correlated to the catheterization method (p<0.01); thus the hybrid approach could accurately quantify the aortic valve stenosis severity.
Another study shows that the ICG method could be used in myocardial infarction. Chen et al. [95] used the ICG-derived parameters to evaluate changes of cardiac functions in patients with acute myocardial infarction. Twelve hemodynamic parameters have been measured by ICG and by echocardiography. They noticed that there were statistical correlations between ICG and echocardiography for all determined parameters except the PEP.

Other clinical applications

ICG can be successfully applied in several other clinical applications. It has been used for atrioventricular-delay optimization as well as for evaluating the optimal settings of the pacemakers [96-98] and during hemodialysis [99,100]. Furthermore, ICG has been used to investigate the effects of different postural changes on various hemodynamic parameters in infants and adults [101-104].

Major Limitations of Impedance Cardiography

Despite the simplicity and the various advantages of ICG technique, its use can be associated with some limitations. Therefore, inaccurate and unreliable results can be occurred in the following situations [9,105-107].

- Motion artifacts and during exercise.
- Incorrect electrode placement.
- Atrial fibrillation.
- Arrhythmia and tachycardia, which can contribute to incorrect determination of hemodynamic parameters.
- Severe valvular heart diseases, especially severe aortic insufficiency.
- ICG is not suitable for subjects of very small or very large size and weight.
- ICG is not recommended for patients with pacemakers.

Conclusion

This paper illustrates an overview of impedance cardiography technique. The important number of researches in this area proves the importance and the usefulness of this technique in different applications. Despite the limitations and some negative experiences obtained with ICG, many researchers insisted that there are many hopes for the clinical utility and the reliability of this important method. Therefore, ICG has been considered to be a very promising approach for the determination and the real-time monitoring of SV, CO and different other hemodynamic parameters. In this respect, several ICG devices have been developed and commercialized such as Niccomo monitor, Cardio Screen 1000 monitor, BioZ, Aesculon monitor, etc. The performance of each of this monitor has been ameliorated in order to improve the ICG signal quality, by using different signal processing algorithms and different electrode configurations.
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